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We design eﬃcient data structures for dynamically maintaining a ham-sandwich cut of two
point sets in the plane subject to insertions and deletions of points in either set. A ham-
sandwich cut is a line that simultaneously bisects the cardinality of both point sets. For
general point sets, our ﬁrst data structure supports each operation in O (n1/3+ε) amortized
time and O (n4/3+ε) space. Our second data structure performs faster when each point set
decomposes into a small number k of subsets in convex position: it supports insertions
and deletions in O (logn) time and ham-sandwich queries in O (k log4 n) time. In addition,
if each point set has convex peeling depth k, then we can maintain the decomposition
automatically using O (k logn) time per insertion and deletion. Alternatively, we can view
each convex point set as a convex polygon, and we show how to ﬁnd a ham-sandwich cut
that bisects the total areas or total perimeters of these polygons in O (k log4 n) time plus
the O ((kb)polylog(kb)) time required to approximate the root of a polynomial of degree
O (k) up to b bits of precision. We also show how to maintain a partition of the plane
by two lines into four regions each containing a quarter of the total point count, area, or
perimeter in polylogarithmic time.
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Fig. 1. Examples of the geometric structures we wish to maintain dynamically.
1. Introduction
Finding a ham-sandwich cut is a well-studied problem with eﬃcient solutions in many contexts; see, e.g., [14,18,28].
In general, a ham-sandwich cut of two subsets S1 and S2 of the plane R2 is a line that simultaneously bisects both sets
according to some measure μ. If S1 and S2 are discrete sets of points, the measure μ is usually the number of points; see
Fig. 1(a). If S1 and S2 are regions, the measure μ could be area, perimeter, or the number of vertices (if S1 and S2 are
polygonal).
A related problem, introduced by Megiddo [22], is that of ﬁnding a two-line partition. A two-line partition of a subset
S of the plane is a pair of lines that partition the plane into four regions (“quadrants”) each containing a quarter of the
total measure, 14μ(S). Fig. 1(b) shows an example for a discrete point set. As detailed in Section 2, the (static) problems
of ﬁnding a ham-sandwich cut or two-line partition for given sets S1 and S2 are well studied, with linear-time solutions
for most variations. One connection between this problem and ham-sandwich cuts is that each line in the partition is a
ham-sandwich cut with respect to the 2-coloring induced by the other line in the partition.
While the problems of ﬁnding ham-sandwich cuts and two-line partitions are all well-understood when the subsets of
the plane are given and static, nothing nontrivial is known for the problems of maintaining these structures for dynamically
changing subsets of the plane. We initiate this study by giving the ﬁrst sublinear data structures for maintaining ham-
sandwich cuts and two-line partitions of dynamic point sets in the plane. We give two main data structures for this problem:
the ﬁrst considers arbitrary point sets, while the second optimizes for when the point set can be decomposed into a small
number of subsets in convex position, in addition to bisecting area and perimeter of convex polygons.
Arbitrary point sets. Our arbitrary-point-set data structure maintains two planar point sets P1 and P2, of total size n, subject
to the following two updates and two queries:
• Insert(p, i): Insert point p into Pi .
• Delete(p, i): Delete point p from Pi .
• Ham-sandwich cut: Find a ham-sandwich cut of P1 and P2.
• Two-line partition: Find a two-line partition of P1 ∪ P2.
The data structure provides the following update-query trade-off: for any desired U (n) with 1 U (n) n, the data structure
supports updates in O ∗(U (n)) worst-case time and supports queries in O ∗(
√
n/U (n)) amortized time, using O ∗(nU (n))
space. In particular, if we set the query and update bounds to be equal, we obtain O ∗(n1/3) time per operation using
O ∗(n4/3) space.
This data structure is simple in its idea but involves some sophisticated techniques. Speciﬁcally, it uses a range-counting
data structure of Matoušek [19] and two levels of parametric search. The generality of this data structure is unmatched by
our second data structure, which is tuned for special “decomposable” families of point sets (see Fig. 2).
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Convex pieces. Our convex-pieces data structure maintains k planar point sets P1, P2, . . . , Pk , each in convex position, and of
total size n, subject to the following four updates and two queries:
• Insert(p, i): Insert point p into Pi , provided this insertion maintains the invariant that Pi is in convex position.
• Delete(p, i): Delete point p from Pi .
• Split(i, j, ): Split Pi into two sets Pi and P j according to sideness with respect to line , overwriting any previous
contents of Pi and P j .
• Join(i, j): Join two linearly separable sets Pi and P j , i = j, into one set Pi , provided this join maintains the invariant
that Pi is in convex position, and empty P j .
• Ham-sandwich cut(b1,b2, . . . ,bk,μ): Find a ham-sandwich cut of ⋃{Pi | bi = 1} and ⋃{Pi | bi = 2} with respect to
measure μ. (In other words, bi ∈ {1,2} speciﬁes the color of point set Pi .) The measure μ can specify vertex count,
perimeter, or area; the latter two measures treat each Pi as a convex polygon.
• Two-line partition(μ): Find a two-line partition of P1 ∪ P2 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk with respect to measure μ (with the same options
as Ham-sandwich cut).
The data structure supports updates in O (logn) worst-case time, and supports queries in O (k log4 n) worst-case time, using
O (n) space. When using the perimeter or area measure, the queries additionally require ﬁnding the roots of a polynomial of
degree O (k), which can be approximated up to b bits of precision in O (kb polylog(kb)) additional time [24,25].4 If desired,
the user can also add or remove an empty point set, incrementing or decrementing the value of k; the time bounds depend
on the current value of k. In addition, the user can specify a different measure μi for each set Pi , at no additional cost.
A natural special case handled by this structure is when there is one convex point set (or equivalently, one convex polygon)
of each color, so k = 2.
Another case of interest is when P1, P2, . . . , Pk form nested convex point sets. In this case, we obtain the convex-hull
peeling layers or onion peeling [3,13] of the points P1 ∪ P2 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk . The convex-pieces data structure can be adapted to
handle this case speciﬁcally, implementing the interface of the arbitrary-point-set data structure and automatically dividing
points into convex layers P1, P2, . . . , Pk , using O (k logn) worst-case time per insertion or deletion. (This version of the data
structure does not support split or join.) In this way, the data structure supports arbitrary sets of points, but the running
time is fast only when k—the number of convex-hull peeling layers or peeling depth—is small. In the worst case, k can be
(n), but in many cases it may be smaller. For example, if the points are drawn uniformly at random from a disk, then
E[k] = (n2/3) [11]. In this case, the convex-layers data structure is sublinear, albeit slower than the arbitrary-point-set data
structure, but using less space.
More generally, the data structure can support the variation of the convex-layers interface in which P1, P2, . . . , Pk′ are
not constrained to be in convex position. Rather, each Pi can be maintained automatically according to its ci convex-hull
peeling layers. The same time bounds can then be obtained in terms of the total number k of convex sets, i.e., k =∑k′i=1 ci ,
4 The polynomial root approximation bounds measure the bit complexity of the computation; all other stated bounds are in the real RAM model of
computation.
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the performance degrades depending on how far the user deviates from convexity.
The convex-pieces data structure is simpler than the arbitrary-point-set data structure, using basic techniques such as
balanced search trees and only one application of parametric search. In the simplest form, there are only two changes to
the arbitrary-point-set data structure: (1) a different, simpler range-counting data structure, which additionally supports
perimeter and area, and (2) additional support for updates that support convex peeling layers. In addition, we show how to
avoid one use of parametric search in this case, using an accelerated simultaneous binary search.
2. Background
Early history. The earliest known reference about the existence of ham-sandwich cuts is by Steinhaus and others [26],
a Polish paper only recently translated to English [6]. The paper credits Hugo Steinhaus for posing the ham-sandwich
problem and credits Stefan Banach for ﬁrst solving the problem via a reduction to the Borsuk–Ulam theorem (included in
the paper). The version it considers is for three-dimensional solids, posed informally as “Can we place a piece of ham under
a meat cutter so that meat, bone, and fat are cut in halves?” Stone and Tukey [27] later generalized the result to arbitrary
measure spaces. In computational geometry, the discrete case of a set of points is best known; see, e.g., [14].
Existence proof. We give a short proof of the existence of ham-sandwich cuts in two dimensions, as our data structures
follow the same basic principle.
First we show that any smooth bounded measure μ has a bisector line of any speciﬁed slope m. If we take a line of
slope m very far down, then all of the measure μ will be above the line; symmetrically, if we take a line of slope m very
high up, then all of the measure μ will be below the line. As we move the line continuously in between, keeping the slope
ﬁxed, the measure changes continuously. By the intermediate value theorem, some line in between bisects the measure μ
exactly.
Second we prove that any two smooth bounded measures μ1 and μ2 have a simultaneous bisector line. Consider the
bisector of μ1 of a speciﬁed but varying slope m. If we take the slope m very near +∞, then “above” the line essentially
means to the left of the line; while if we take the slope m very near −∞, then “above” the line essentially means to
the right of the line. Therefore, whatever α fraction of μ2 is above the μ1 bisector in the ﬁrst case, a 1 − α fraction of
μ2 will be above the μ1 bisector in the second case. Varying the slope m between −∞ and +∞, the μ1 bisector moves
continuously. Again by the intermediate value theorem, some μ1 bisector must also bisect μ2 as desired.
Point sets. The same arguments apply to point sets in general position, because in this case the measures change by only
±1 at once, so the intermediate value theorem still applies. To handle general point sets, we need to deﬁne the notion
of bisection more carefully. Speciﬁcally, if + and − denote the closed halfplanes on either side of a line , then  is a
bisector of measure μ if |μ(+) − μ(−)|  μ(). Bose and Langerman [5] use this deﬁnition and show that it handles
weighted points, even with negative weights. For positive weights, the deﬁnition is equivalent to a simpler statement: if
+ and − denote the open halfplanes on either side of a line , then  is a bisector of measure μ if μ(+) 12μ(S) and
μ(−) 12μ(S). This deﬁnition extends easily to two-line partitions as well.
Algorithms. Many algorithms are known for computing ham-sandwich cuts. Lo et al. [18] give an optimal O (n)-time al-
gorithm for ﬁnding a ham-sandwich cut of two point sets of total size n. Bose and Langerman [5] give an O (n logn)-time
algorithm when the points have weights (positive or negative). Bose et al. [4] give an O (n logk)-time algorithm for the
case in which the n points and (geodesic) cut are conﬁned within a simple polygon with at most n vertices and k reﬂex
vertices. Stojmenovic´ [28] gives an O (n)-time algorithm for ﬁnding a ham-sandwich cut that bisects the area of two convex
polygons with n vertices total. Díaz and O’Rourke [12] give an O (nbinbout logn)-time algorithm for the more general case of
two simple polygons, where bin and bout denote the desired bit complexity of the input and output, respectively. None of
these solutions support sublinear updates as the inputs change.
Two-line partition. Using the existence of ham-sandwich cuts, it is easy to see the existence of a two-line partition of a
measure μ [22]. We ﬁrst bisect the measure μ, and then we ﬁnd the ham-sandwich cut of the measures on either side of
this bisector. The bisector and the ham-sandwich cut serve as a two-line partition. This approach can be used to convert any
algorithm for computing ham-sandwich cuts into an algorithm for two-line partitions. However, this transformation does
not necessarily apply to data structures, because they may have restrictions on how quickly points can be recolored as red
or blue.
3. Arbitrary-point-set data structure
This section presents a solution to the dynamic ham-sandwich cut problem for two general point sets P1 and P2 in the
plane.
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The data structure we maintain is (a variation of) a known data structure for simplex range counting, Matoušek’s partition
trees [19]. In two dimensions, and for any parameter s between n and n2, we can construct a partition-tree data structure
using O ∗(s) space and preprocessing that allows us to count the number of points of P1 (or P2) inside any given triangle
(and in particular any given halfplane) in O ∗(n/
√
s) time.
In addition to this basic result, we need two additional features that follow from simple modiﬁcations. Similar observa-
tions have been made by Agarwal and Matoušek [1] as well.
First, the partition-tree data structure can be made dynamic, to support insertions and deletions of points in P1 (or P2)
in O ∗(s/n) amortized time per operation. Although dynamization is explicitly stated only in one case (when s = n) in Ma-
toušek’s paper [19], Agarwal and Matoušek [2] provide a complete dynamization of another data structure of Matoušek [20]
for halfspace range reporting, and the same techniques carry over to simplex range searching. (In fact, the dynamization is
slightly simpler for simplex range searching, because “shallowness” [20] does not come into play.)
Second, the query algorithm of partition trees can be parallelized eﬃciently to run in O (logn) time with O ∗(n/
√
s)
processors. This parallelization is straightforward, by descending from each level to the next level of the partition tree in
parallel. This parallel bound will be essential in our subsequent applications of parametric search.
3.2. Bisector query
As a ﬁrst step toward computing a ham-sandwich cut, we consider how to ﬁnd a bisector of one of the point sets with
a speciﬁed slope.
Our algorithm uses Megiddo’s parametric search technique [21]. For an unknown real value x∗ , this technique transforms
a parallel algorithm (in the algebraic decision tree model) for deciding whether x∗ is at most a given threshold x into a
sequential algorithm for computing x∗ . If the parallel decision algorithm runs in T P time on P processors, whose total
work is T1, then the running time of the resulting algorithm is O ((P + T1 log P )T P ), for any desired value P . Furthermore,
for a restricted class of parallel algorithms satisfying a certain “bounded fan-out” property, a reﬁned technique by Cole [9]
improves the running time to O ((P + T1)T P + T1 log P ).
In addition, because our bisection algorithm will be used in another level of parametric search, we need to develop a
parallel bisection algorithm. Megiddo [21] describes a parallel version of parametric search for precisely such “second-order”
applications. Speciﬁcally, the resulting algorithm runs in O (T 2P log P ) time on P processors.
Proposition 1. Given a slope m, we can ﬁnd a bisector of P1 (or P2) of slope m in O ∗(n/
√
s) sequential time or in O (log3 n) parallel
time with O ∗(n/
√
s) processors.
Proof. Let b∗ denote the unknown y intercept of the bisector of slope m. First we solve the decision problem: given a
value b, test whether b∗  b. To this end, we count the number of points of P1 below the line with slope m and intercept b.
This count corresponds to a halfplane range-counting query and thus partition trees can answer it in T1 = O ∗(n/√s) se-
quential time or T P = O (logn) parallel time with P = O ∗(n/√s) processors. The answer to the decision problem is “yes”
(b∗  b) precisely if the count is at least |P1|/2.
Now we apply parametric search to compute b∗ . In the sequential version, we obtain a running time of O ([P +
T1 log P ]T P ) = O ∗([n/√s + (n/√s) log(n/√s)] logn) = O ∗(n log2 n/√s) = O ∗(n/√s). (Cole’s reﬁned technique applies here
but the logarithmic improvement would disappear in the O ∗ notation.) In the parallel version, we obtain a running time of
O (T 2P log P ) = O (log2 n log(n/
√
s)) = O (log3 n) on P processors. 
3.3. Ham-sandwich cut
Now we are ready to describe the algorithm for ﬁnding a ham-sandwich cut. This algorithm uses a second level of
parametric search, building on top of the bisector algorithm. However, because the solution is not necessarily unique, the
application of parametric search is a little less conventional, so we provide more details about the parametric search.
Theorem 1. There is a data structure that maintains two point sets of total size n subject to insertion and deletion of points in O ∗(s/n)
amortized time and subject to queries for a ham-sandwich cut in O ∗(n/
√
s) time using O ∗(s) space.
Proof. Let m∗ denote the unknown slope of some ham-sandwich cut. We maintain an interval [ma,mb], satisfying the
invariant that the slope-ma bisector of P1 is above the slope-ma bisector of P2 but the slope-mb bisector of P1 is below the
slope-mb bisector of P2, or vice versa. By a continuity argument (as in Section 2), we know that there is a solution with a
slope in the interval [ma,mb]. Initially we set [ma,mb] = [−∞,∞].
We simulate the parallel algorithm from Proposition 1 with T P parallel steps and P processors, on an unknown slope m∗ ,
ﬁrst for the point set P1 and then for P2. In each parallel step, we need to resolve comparisons of m∗ with O (P ) values
(roots of ﬁxed-degree polynomials). These comparisons can be resolved by performing a binary search over these values
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Proposition 1 with running time T1 to determine the slope-μ bisectors of P1 and P2. We know that at least one of the
two subintervals [μa,μ] and [μ,μb] still satisﬁes the invariant, and we modify [μa,μb] to be this subinterval. In the
former case, we report that μ∗ < μ; in the latter case, we report that μ∗ > μ. The binary search requires O (log P ) actual
comparisons. Thus, all comparisons in each parallel step can be resolved in O (P + T1 log P ) time. The total time is therefore
O ((P + T1 log P )T P ). In our case, T1 = P = O ∗(n/√s) and T P = O (log3 n), yielding the ﬁnal time bound of O ∗(n/√s).
At the end of the simulation for both point sets P1 and P2, we have identiﬁed a point p1 ∈ P1 and a point p2 ∈ P2 that
deﬁne the slope-μ bisectors of P1 and P2, respectively, for all m inside the ﬁnal interval [μa,μb]. Because a solution exists
for some slope inside this interval, we know that some ham-sandwich cut must be deﬁned by both p1 and p2, so we are
done. 
A similar parametric search appears in an algorithm for ham-sandwich cuts by Cole, Sharir, and Yap [10].
3.4. Two-line partition
Because this data structure supports only the point-counting measure μ, it is relatively straightforward to extend the
data structure for ham-sandwich cuts to a data structure for two-line partitions of a point set P . Speciﬁcally, we maintain
the invariant that one of the cuts is a vertical line at the median x coordinate among points in P , and that the points in
P are partitioned into P1 and P2 according to whether they are left or right of this vertical line. This invariant is easy to
maintain: each insertion or deletion on P translates into a constant number of insertions and deletions on P1 and P2. Now
a second bisector can be obtained simply by computing a ham-sandwich cut with respect to P1 and P2, which we have
shown how to do. Therefore, in the same time and space bounds, we can maintain two-line partitions of a dynamic point
set P .
4. Convex-pieces data structure
The convex-pieces data structure represents each convex polygon Pi by two augmented balanced binary search trees on
the polygon edges, one for the upper chain and one for the lower chain, each ordering the edges in counterclockwise order.
(In this section, we use the notation Pi to denote both a point set and the induced convex polygon.) The upper and lower
chains are deﬁned by their common endpoints of minimum and maximum x coordinate. We use a balanced binary search
tree that supports insertion, deletion, search, split, and concatenate in O (logn) time per operation, such as red-black trees
[8, ch. 13], and for simplicity we view the data as being stored in the leaves.
With each edge (p,q) of a convex polygon Pi , we store three measures: (1) the signed area of the trapezoid deﬁned by
p, q, and the projections of p and q onto the x axis; (2) the length of the line segment from p to q; and (3) the number 1.
In (1), signed area measures the area of the portion of the trapezoid above the x axis minus the area of the portion below the
x axis, for edges on the upper hull, and the negation of this difference for edges on the lower hull (i.e., edges pointing right),
following [7,16]. Each node x of a binary search tree, which represents a subchain of Pi corresponding to the descendant
leaves, maintains three subtree sums, one for each measure. From this information we can compute the measure of any
subchain of a convex polygon Pi , in O (logn) time, by adding the sums from the corresponding O (logn) subtrees.
4.1. Updates
First we describe how to maintain this data structure subject to insertions, deletions, splits, and joins according to the
second interface described in Section 1, where the user speciﬁes which convex set Pi should be updated. All operations can
be supported in O (logn) worst-case time.
The simplest operation to implement is Delete(p, i): we delete the point p from the one or two trees containing it, in
O (logn) time. Two trees contain p if p happens to be an endpoint of the upper and lower chains; in this case, we must also
add the new extreme point (either leftmost or rightmost) to the other chain. These changes require updating the measures
of O (1) edges, and the subtree sums can be propagated in O (logn) time. During rebalancing, we can maintain subtree sums
by adding O (1) time to the cost of a rotation; thus this information can be maintained with a constant-factor overhead.
Next consider inserting a new point p in a convex polygon Pi , with the property that the resulting vertex set Pi ∪ {p}
remains in convex position. With a sidedness test between p and the line connecting the two endpoints of the upper and
lower chains, we can determine whether p should be added to the upper or lower chain. Then we simply insert p into the
binary search tree representing that chain, preserving the sorted order of the points by x coordinates. If p turns out to be a
new extreme (minimum or maximum) x coordinate, then we insert p as a new endpoint into the other chain as well, and
remove the old endpoint from the chain that we ﬁrst inserted p into.
Join(i, j) can be viewed as a generalization of Insert: instead of adding one point to a convex polygon Pi , we now add
an entire convex chain P j to the polygon Pi . To ﬁnd the edge in Pi to be deleted, we ﬁnd where any point of P j would be
inserted, as above; similarly, we also ﬁnd the edge in P j that would be deleted if any point of Pi would be inserted. Now
we are left with two open chains which can be glued into one closed convex polygon, using the O (logn)-time split and
concatenate operations provided by the binary search trees representing the upper and lower chains.
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The inverse operation Split(i, j, ) is similar. In O (logn) time, we can ﬁnd the two edges of the convex polygon Pi
intersected by the line  [23]. Then we can partition the upper and lower chains appropriately using the O (logn) split and
concatenate operations provided by the binary search trees.
4.2. Convex-hull peeling layers
Next we describe how to extend our data structure to allow each point set Pi to be in nonconvex position, by automat-
ically maintaining a decomposition of Pi into convex-hull peeling layers. Speciﬁcally, we let Pi,1, Pi,2, . . . , Pi,ci denote the
convex peeling layers of Pi , where Pi,1 is outermost. The update operations Insert and Delete refer to the overall set Pi ,
and the data structure automatically maintains the convex peeling layers. The running time of the operations will increase
somewhat, to O (k logn) worst-case time per operation where k = ∑k′i=1 ci is the total number of convex layers. The key
property we use is that, when inserting or deleting points, the convex-hull peeling layers change by moving entire intervals
between adjacent layers; see Fig. 3. Both insertions and deletions affect the layer containing the input point and possibly all
more deeply nested layers, but affect none of the shallower layers.
To insert a point p into Pi , we ﬁrst ﬁnd the two adjacent layers Pi, j−1 and Pi, j such that p is interior to the polygon
Pi, j−1 but not interior to the polygon Pi, j . These layers are easy to ﬁnd in O (log ci logn) time by binary searching on j, and
at each step j of the binary search, spending O (logn) time to decide whether p is interior to Pi, j . Now we enter a general
recursion in which we wish to insert a convex chain of points p1, p2, . . . , pr (initially, consisting of just a single point p)
into layer Pi, j . We also have as an invariant of the recursion that this convex chain either consists of a single point or it
used to belong to the next outer layer Pi, j−1. Thus we know that the chain’s tangents extending edges p1p2 and pr−1pr
do not intersect Pi, j . Hence the two bridges (common tangents) between the to-be-inserted convex chain and Pi, j pass
through p1 and pr , respectively.
We can ﬁnd each of these bridges in O (logn) using a binary search, at each stage performing a sidedness test between
the chain endpoint and the line extending an edge of Pi, j . If we ﬁnd that these tangents to Pi, j actually intersect the to-
be-inserted chain p1, p2, . . . , pr (in addition to passing through p1 or pr ), then the convex polygon p1, p2, . . . , pr actually
contains Pi, j . In this case, we deﬁne this polygon as a new layer P ′i, j and increment the layer number j of all layers
nested within, including the old Pi, j . Otherwise, we have actual bridges and, using the O (logn)-time split and concatenate
operations, we can cut out the portion of Pi, j strictly between the two bridge endpoints of Pi, j , and splice in the to-be-
inserted chain p1, p2, . . . , pr (itself represented by a balanced binary search tree). Then, if the cut-out chain has at least
one point, we recursively insert it into the next layer, Pi, j+1. In the base case, the layer Pi, j+1 is empty, in which case we
trivially add the convex chain to the layer. The total time spent by the recursion to update Pi, j, Pi, j+1, . . . , Pi,ci is O (ci logn).
Deleting a point p from Pi reduces to insertion. We ﬁnd the layer Pi, j to which p belongs in O (log ci logn) time. Then
we delete p and its incident edges from this layer, leaving an open chain, and insert this chain into the next deeper layer
Pi, j+1 as above. Finally, we renumber the layer numbers to use Pi, j .
This concludes the description of how to maintain convex-hull peeling layers. This maintenance affects updates but not
queries. For the purposes of uniformly describing the queries, we assume henceforth that the Pi ’s are convex sets; in the
convex-hull-peeling data structure, this notation in fact refers to the Pi, j layers.
4.3. Basic queries
In preparation for ham-sandwich cuts, we describe two basic queries that form necessary subroutines: range counting
(or more accurately, range measurement) and bisection.
Proposition 2. Given an oriented line , a desired subset P of {P1, P2, . . . , Pk}, and a measure μ of vertex count, perimeter, or area,
we can compute the measure of the portion of
⋃P left of  in O (k logn) sequential time or O (logn) parallel time on k processors.
Proof. We can consider each convex polygon Pi ∈ P separately and add up the computed measures. In O (logn) time, we
can ﬁnd the two edges e1, e2 of the convex polygon Pi intersected by the line  [23], as well as the points of intersection.
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of the interval of edges clockwise from e1 to e2, including both e1 and e2, in O (logn) using the appropriate subtree sums
in the binary search tree. For vertex count, we subtract 1 from this sum to count the number of vertices strictly between
e1 and e2. For perimeter, we subtract off the length of the portions of e1 and e2 on the right of oriented line . For area,
we follow the ideas of [7,16]. We subtract off the area of the trapezoid deﬁned by the two points of intersection between 
and Pi and their two projections onto the x axis. We also subtract off the area under e1 and e2 right of . The result is the
desired area of the portion of Pi left of .
In all cases, we spend O (logn) time per convex polygon Pi , for a total of O (k logn) time. With k processors, we can
process each convex polygon in parallel, and then sum the answers in O (logk) = O (logn) time. 
Langerman [17] proves that, in the worst case, any data structure, even static, supporting range measurement queries as
in Proposition 2 requires (k) time per query in the case of perimeter and area measures. While this lower bound does
not extend to the problems of bisection and ham-sandwich cuts, it limits the running times we can expect from any data
structure based on range measurement as a foundation.
Proposition 3. Given a slope m, a desired subset P of {P1, P2, . . . , Pk}, and a measure μ of vertex count, perimeter, or area, we can
ﬁnd the edges of each Pi ∈ P intersected by a bisector of⋃P of slope m in O (k log2 n) sequential time or O (log2 n) parallel time on
k processors.
Proof. The algorithm is a global binary search over all vertices of polygons Pi in P , with a total of O (logn) rounds. In
general, we suppose we have a range [b1,b2] of (y) intercepts, such that there is a bisector of slope m with intercept in the
range. Initially, [b1,b2] = [−∞,+∞].
The main challenge in a step of the binary search is to ﬁnd a good “candidate intercept” b in the range [b1,b2]. Let R
denote the strip of lines of slope m and with intercept in the range [b1,b2]. For each convex polygon Pi , we compute a
median point qi in Pi ∩ R with respect to the intercept, i.e., a point qi such that the line of slope m passing through qi
roughly bisects the points of Pi contained in the strip R . Such a median point can be computed in O (logn) time using an
algorithm for computing the median of the union of two sorted arrays [8, Ex. 9.3-8, p. 193]; here, the two arrays correspond
to subchains of the upper and lower chains of Pi . We also deﬁne the weight wi of the median point qi to be the number of
points in Pi ∩ R , which again can be computed in O (logn) time. Now we compute a weighted median q j of q1,q2, . . . ,qk , i.e.,
a point q j such that the total weight of points qi with intercept smaller than q j ’s intercept, and similarly the total weight
of points qi with intercept larger than q j ’s intercept, are both at most half the total weight. Such a weighted median can be
computed in O (k) time [8, Prob. 9-2, p. 194], but for our purposes it suﬃces to just sort the q j ’s by intercept and scan the
array until at most half the weight is on either side, using O (k logk) time.
Now we apply Proposition 2 to compute the measure of
⋃P left of the line with slope m and intercept b, using
O (k logn) time. If the measure happens to be half of the total measure μ(
⋃P) (which we can compute once at the
beginning), then we have the desired bisector. Otherwise, the measure left of the line is either larger or smaller than half
the total measure. If it is larger, we can narrow our intercept interval to [b,b2]; if it is smaller, we can narrow our intercept
interval to [b1,b]. In either case, we eliminate roughly half of the points from the polygons Pi whose median point qi
has intercept either smaller or larger than q j , including P j and q j itself. Together, these qi ’s constitute at least half of the
weight, so we eliminate at least roughly a quarter of the points from
⋃S ∩ R . Therefore, the total running time of the
binary search is O (k log2 n).
Using k processors, we can compute the median point qi and its weight wi for each polygon Pi in parallel. We can
compute the weighted median in O (logk) time by sorting by intercept, computing preﬁx sums on the weights, and then
binary searching for the weighted median. This cost is dominated by the O (logn) cost to compute each qi . Thus the total
parallel running time is O (log2 n). 
Our sequential algorithm in Proposition 3 is similar to an algorithm for selection among multiple sorted arrays [15], ex-
cept that we pay an extra logarithmic factor for using trees instead of arrays. We believe that this logarithmic overhead can
be removed using weight-balanced trees and a careful implementation of [15], but have not veriﬁed the details. A somewhat
weaker result could also be obtained simply by applying parametric search, as with Proposition 1. The time bounds would
then be a factor of O (logk) worse: O (k logk log2 n) sequential and O (logk log2 n) parallel on k processors.
4.4. Ham-sandwich cut
Now we turn to one of the main queries of interest, ham-sandwich cuts.
Theorem 2. There is a data structure that maintains k convex point sets with n points total subject to insertion and deletion of vertices
in O (logn) worst-case time and subject to queries for a ham-sandwich cut in O (k log4 n) worst-case time plus, in the case of area or
perimeter measures, O ((kb) log(kb)) time to approximate the roots of a polynomial of degree O (k) up to b bits of precision.
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O (k log2 n), T P = O (log2 n), and P = k. Therefore, the running time is O ((P + T1 log P )T P ) = O ((k + k log2 n logk) log2 n) =
O (k logk log4 n). Cole’s reﬁned technique [9] applies here because our parallel algorithm satisﬁes the bounded fan-out prop-
erty: each comparison inﬂuences only a constant number of comparisons at the next parallel step. With this technique, the
running time improves to O ((P + T1)T P + T1 log P ) = O ((k + k log2 n) log2 n + k log2 n logk) = O (k log4 n).
For the area and perimeter measures, we need some additional care. Proposition 3 determines the edges of the polygons
intersected by the bisector of a given slope. Langerman [17] shows that the perimeter or area of the k polygons on one
side of the bisecting line can be written as a ratio of two polynomials, where the numerator is of degree 2 in the intercept
and degree O (k) in the slope, and where the denominator depends only on the slope and is of degree O (k). Thus, during
the parametric search, given the current guess of the slope, we can compute the intercept using the quadratic formula. At
the end of the algorithm, though, we need to solve for the slope as well, which requires solving two polynomials of degree
O (k), which is equivalent to one polynomial of degree O (k). Here we use polynomial root-ﬁnding algorithms [24,25] which
compute b bits of precision in O ((kb) log(kb)) time, measured as bit computations. 
4.5. Two-line partition
Recall that the two-line partition of a set S is a pair of lines dividing the plane into quadrants each containing equal
measure 14μ(S). In the convex-layers data structure, S is deﬁned to be P1 ∪ P2 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk . We show that the same ham-
sandwich data structure can be used to ﬁnd two-line partitions as well, in O (k log4 n) time.
To ﬁnd a two-line partition of S , we ﬁrst ﬁnd an arbitrary bisecting line  of S , in O (k log2 n) time by Proposition 3.
This line  deﬁnes a 2-coloring of the points in S . We form this 2-coloring by splitting each set Pi according to the
line —Split(i,k + i, ) for each i—which costs O (k logn) time.5 Then we make a ham-sandwich query with the 2-coloring
b1,b2, . . . ,b2k = 1,1, . . . ,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
,2,2, . . . ,2︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
deﬁned by the side of the split, which costs O (k log4 n) time. The ham-sandwich cut,
together with the line , deﬁne a two-line partition. We can restore the original sets either by calling Join(i,k + i) for
each i, or by undoing the (logged) changes made by the split. The total time required is O (k log4 n), dominated by the
ham-sandwich cut.
5. Conclusion
Our results give one of the ﬁrst dynamic data structures for maintaining ham-sandwich cuts in sublinear time per
update. Ham-sandwich cuts can be generalized in many directions, as described in Section 2, and it would be interesting
to consider dynamic data structures for these generalizations. Can we support weighted points, or bisecting the area of
nonconvex polygons, or geodesic cuts within a polygon? What about point sets in higher (ﬁxed) dimensions?
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